Dear Howard,

I'm sorry you missed getting back to us for the Cheshire Div. But now you may have better luck next time: anyway it does good to show the people that you are not too frightened to run a candidate. However, if the next elections will see the boroughs more liberal and the counties more conservative, the result in the latter this time is certainly
This letter contains
untrue workings in particular. It will
be obvious that we will not
accept such a procedure. The logical part just
work well against this + I wish to talk
about the point.

I must really say what 
I shall
be done about your belief if
not. Only some way from here very
soon.

Meanwhile, are the Tories still to
officer as we have known Victoria
while at the same time they settle
things somewhat abruptly. It is rather a
convenient cabinet which has the great advantage of
/being in altogether a normal position which
is more than could be accomplished

Yours.—G. W. C.
having a lot which I must get through this vac. The Lincoln affair does not come on till January (3 week I fancy) so I shall read hard for it now. I am in health.

The weather will be just in that condition mentally in which I can't do any real good so I shall most likely be down some + begin to read after a day or two's vac.

I shall be glad to see you at Randal way glad if you could arrange for Lillie to be there also.

However I'll write before long.

Monteath

Lillie tells me that Kinnie is staying at Woolley which is a good sign. I suppose nothing has been heard of Mr. Atkin. I come Mrs. R. would agree with us if he knew but then he does not.

W. Monteath has gone to Clunia - they asked that he might do so which looks well.